Behavior Effect of Fluoxetine in Presence of Selenium Using Albino Mice
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Abstract. Depression is a major cause of morbidity worldwide. Fluoxetine is a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor, and is effective antidepressant medication. Selenium is essential for good health but required only in small amounts.

Aim of the study is to investigate the effects of fluoxetine alone and in presence of selenium on anxiety, spontaneous motor activity and antidepressant behavior. Also, the study aims to investigate the effects of selenium on spontaneous motor activity, anxiety measure, and antidepressant behavior, using photoelectric cells, elevated plus maze and forced swimming maze.

Mice were divided into 5 groups (n=6). Group 1 (control), administered 1% tween 80 (5 ml/kg); group 2 administered selenium (200 µg/kg); group 3 received diazepam as a positive control (1 mg/kg); group 4 received fluoxetine (20 mg/kg); while group 5 received combined treatment of fluoxetine and selenium. All drugs injected sub acutely (three doses), mice were intraperitoneally administered at 24, 5, and 1.0 hrs before scoring. All drugs administered as suspension in 1% Tween 80 (T80). It was injected in volume 5ml/kg. Plus maze, photoelectric cells and forced swimming maze models were used.

Fluoxetine has no effect on anxiety or locomotor activity; while selenium produced anxiolytic effect without changes on locomotor activity. Fluoxetine has antidepressant activity without any effect on duration of climbing. Selenium induced antidepressant effect with climbing action. Fluoxetine abolish the anxiolytic effect of selenium when administered together, but the combined treatment decreases the locomotor activity. Fluoxetine administration with selenium counteract the antidepressant effect of each other and climbing effect of selenium. Finally, selenium improves anxiety and depression behavior in albino mice, and might be used as an alternative therapy instead of fluoxetine (which treat antidepression only); but it must not be taken in combination with it.

Introduction

Depression is a major disorder that affect approximately 4.3% of the global population [1]. Men suffer from depression and are more likely to commit suicide than women [2]. Risk of depression may be linked to physical illness in the elderly. Physical disability and chronic pain or medical side effect problems leads to individual breakdown [3].

There are five main types of antidepressant drugs; these are tricyclics, tetracyclics, monoamine oxidase inhibitors, serotonin and noradrenaline reuptake inhibitors, and selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors [4]. Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) are effective in treating depression without side effects; an example from this group is Fluoxetine [5]. The mechanism of action of SSRIs is through increasing the extracellular level of serotonin by inhibiting its reuptake into the presynaptic cell; this leads to increasing serotonin bind to the postsynaptic receptor. Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors have weak affinity for the noradrenalín and dopamine transporter [6].

Selenium is an essential mineral needed for good health, it is required in small amounts. Selenium as selenoproteins is an important antioxidant enzymes. The antioxidant selenoproteins prevent free radicals cellular damage. Free radicals are naturally produced from oxygen metabolism, and may leads to chronic diseases such as cancer [7,8]. Selenoproteins have other roles such as regulating thyroid function and have a role in the immune system [9].
Deficiency of selenium may lead to depression; Selenium at a daily dose of 200 µg can cure a patient from acute stage of depression and apathy. Selenium is important for blood and bone health, nervous system and brain activity, and preventing mood swings and aging [10].

**Aim of the Study:** To investigate the effects of fluoxetine alone and in the presence of selenium on anxiety, spontaneous motor activity, and antidepressant behavior. Also to investigate the effects of selenium on spontaneous motor activity, anxiety measure, and antidepressant behavior, using photoelectric cells, elevated plus maze and forced swimming maze.

**Materials and Methods**

**Animals:** The experiments were carried out using male albino mice (25-40gm) bred in the animal house of Faculty of Pharmacy- Tripoli University. Standard mice food pellet diet and water were free available. The animals were kept at room temperature (20-25˚C), and on 12h dark/light cycle. Animals were kept in laboratory for at least 1 day before testing to acclimate with a new environment.

**Drugs:** Fluoxetine was obtained from Actavis, Barnstaple, UK; it was administered at a dose of 20 mg/kg [11]. Diazepam was obtained from Roche, Switzerland; it was administered at a dose of 1mg/kg [12]. Selenium was obtained from Jamieson, Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver, Canada; it was administered at a dose of 200 µg/kg [13]. All drugs administered intraperitoneally as suspension in 1% Tween 80 (T80) [14]. It was injected in volume 5ml/kg [15], and were prepared freshly prior to use.

**Elevated Plus-Maze:** composed of two open arms (30*5cm) and two close arms (30*5*15cm) that extended from a common central platform (5*5cm). The apparatus was elevated to height of 45 cm above floor level [16]. Mice were gently handled by the right hand and placed on the center squire of the maze facing into the close arm.

The different parameters were scored to evaluate anxiolytic effect and spontaneous motor activity in the elevated plus-maze which include: time spent by the mouse in each of the arms, lines crossed in close or open arms, and the number of entries into close or open arms. An arm entry was defined as the entry of all four paws into the arm [17]. The total line crossed, total number of entries were calculated. The total line crossed and the total arm entries [18,19] express the spontaneous motor activity. Anxiety measures was calculated by the time spent in close arm by the total time of the test [19]. The duration of the test was 4 minutes.

**Photoelectric Cells:** was constructed from plywood (painted white) and measured 72 x 72 cm, with 36 cm high walls. Blue lines were drawn on the floor. The lines divided the floor into 16 (18 x 18) cm squares; these lines were used to measure motor activity [20].

Each mouse was placed in the center of the squares, the Horizontal, Ambulatory, Non-ambulatory, and Number of movement recorded by monitor which indicate the motor activity. The duration of the test was 4 minutes.

**Forced Swimming Maze:** Mice were placed individually in glass cylinders (height 27 cm, diameter 15 cm) filled with water to a height of 16 cm (maintained at 23-25˚C). The duration of the test was 6 minutes. The time of the two behavior parameters (duration of immobility and duration of climbing) was recorded during last 4 min of the 6 min testing period [21]. **Immobility behavior** is defined as the animal floated on the surface with front paws together and made only those movements with hind limb which were necessary to keep float. **Climbing behavior** is defined as upward-directed movements of fore paws along the side of the swim chamber [22].

**Design of the Work:** Pilot studies for sub-acute effect were performed to choose selenium dose, the dose used was 200 µg/kg [13]. Fluoxetine administered at a dose of 20 mg/kg [11]. Diazepam was administered at a dose of 1 mg/kg [12] which was used as positive control for anxiolytic behavior. All drugs injected sub acutely (three doses), mice were intraperitoneally administered at 24, 5, and 1.0 hrs before scoring. All drugs administered as suspension in 1% Tween 80 (T80) [14]. It was injected in volume 5ml/kg [15], and were prepared freshly prior to use.
Mice were divided into 5 groups (n=6); group 1 (control), mice administered 5ml/kg 1%T80; group 2, mice administered selenium (200 µg/kg); group 3, mice administered diazepam (1 mg/kg); group 4, mice administered fluoxetine; group 5, administered combined treatment of selenium and fluoxetine. Diazepam treated group was used as positive control for anxiolytic behavior.

Statistical Analysis: Descriptive statistical analysis was performed using computer program SPSS (version 13), also to verify whether the data were normally distributed by using Kolmogrove-Smirnovo test maximum deviation test for goodness of fit. If the parameters were normally distributed, treatments were compared by one-way ANOVA, Post-Hoc test (LSD and Duncan test) was applied. If the parameters were not normally distributed, treatments were compared by the Mann-Whitney U test for unmatched sample. The differences were considered significant at the $P$ value $\leq 0.05$. The values are expressed as the mean ± standard error.

Results

Sub-Acute Effect of Fluoxetine in Presence of Selenium

Elevated Plus Maze: Administration of selenium and diazepam alone showed significant decrease in anxiety measures ($p \leq 0.05$), compared to control group. Diazepam produced a more significant decrease in anxiety measures compared to selenium treated group ($p \leq 0.05$). Fluoxetine 20 mg/kg administration and the combined treatment of selenium with fluoxetine did not induce significant change in the anxiety measures ($p > 0.05$) compared to control group; but both groups showed significant increase in anxiety measures compared to selenium or diazepam treated groups (Fig. 1). Total lines and total entries did not significant change after administration of any of the treatments ($p > 0.05$).

\[ \text{Figure 1. Anxiolytic effect of selenium, fluoxetine or the combination using elevated plus maze.} \]

Photoelectric Cells: Ambulatory, non-Ambulatory, and number of movements significantly decreased after administration of diazepam, and combined treatment of selenium with fluoxetine ($p \leq 0.05$), compared to control, selenium or fluoxetine treated groups; while the administration of selenium and fluoxetine each alone did not show significant change in the ambulatory, non-ambulatory, and number of movements ($p > 0.05$), compared to control group (Fig. 2).
**Forced Swimming Maze**

Administration of selenium, and fluoxetine showed significant decrease in the duration of immobility ($p \leq 0.05$), compared to control group; while the combined treatment of selenium with fluoxetine did not show significant change in the duration of immobility ($p > 0.05$), compared to control group; but showed significant increase the duration of immobility compared to selenium, or fluoxetine treated groups (Fig. 3).

The duration of climbing significantly increased after administration of selenium ($p \leq 0.05$), compared to control group; while fluoxetine, and combined treatment of selenium with fluoxetine did not show change in the duration of climbing ($p > 0.05$), compared to control group; but significant decrease the duration of climbing, compared to selenium treated group (Fig. 3).
Discussion and Conclusion

Antidepressants are drugs that relieve the symptoms of depression; they were first developed in the 1950s and have been used regularly since then [4]. Selenium is an antioxidant, and is essential to brain function; increases in dietary selenium, especially in deficient people, improve mood and depressive symptoms [23]. In this work, we studied the effect of fluoxetine as selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors. The action of fluoxetine in presence of selenium was investigated.

The present study used three different models for the measurement of anxiety, locomotor activity and antidepressant effect. These models were elevated plus maze, photoelectric cells, and forced swimming maze. The elevated plus-maze test has become the most widely used animal model for the study of drug effects on anxiety and locomotor activity [24]. This model is rapid test, economy, simple and it does not require lengthy training procedures involving the use of food water deprivation or electric shock [18]. A drug produce anxiolytic effect is measured by decreasing anxiety measure [19]. The increase or decrease in the total lines and total number of entries into open and close arms indicate that there is an increase or decrease in spontaneous motor activity which reflect the effect on the CNS (stimulant or sedative, respectively).

Photoelectric cells test provides simultaneous measures of locomotion [25]. The increase or decrease in ambulatory, non-ambulatory, or the number of movements indicate the increase or decrease in locomotor activity.

Among all animal models, the forced swimming test remains one of the most used tools for screening antidepressants. Forced swimming test is a good screening tool with good reliability and predictive validity [26]. A decrease in the duration of immobility is indicative of an antidepressant-like effect [27]; the increase in both swimming and climbing behaviors in forced swimming test occurs when the animal is treated by a drug which increases serotonergic and/or noradrenergic levels in the nerve terminals [28].

Diazepam, produced anxiolytic and sedative effect and it has been used in this work as positive control. Diazepam is benzodiazepines agonist which activate benzodiazepines receptors leads to enhance the effect of the gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) at GABA_\text{A} receptor, resulting in sedative, hypnotic, anxiolytic, anticonvulsant and muscle relaxant properties [29]. Diazepam at the dose used, produced anxiolytic effect (decrease anxiety measures) without affecting motor activity (no effect on the total lines or total entries by using plus maze model; while decreasing the motor activity using photoelectric cells model). Benzodiazepines might be used in the treatment of acute anxiety, they bring about rapid relief of symptoms but not recommended for long term due to lack of long-term effectiveness [30] and might lead to sedative effect [31].

Selenium induced anxiolytic effect. This effect has been previously investigated by Ghisleni and Kazlauckas [32]; it was found that Diphenyl diselenide produced signs of an anxiolytic action. Selenium anxiolytic effect might due that it helps the synthesis of GABA [33]. Selenium did not produce any significant change on spontaneous motor activity and that agree with previous study concluded that selenium has antidepressant action on mice without accompanying changes in spontaneous motor activity [34]. Selenium produced antidepressant effect that might be due to noradrenergic mechanism, where the duration of climbing was increased compared to the control treated group. It was concluded that simple selenium containing molecule significantly reduced the immobility time and has antidepressant-like action using mouse forced swimming test [34]; other study showed that organoselenium compound produces an antidepressant-like effect in forced swimming test that seems to be dependent on its interaction with noradrenergic and dopaminergic systems, but not with serotoninergic system [35].

Fluoxetine did not produce anxiolytic effect; a study has been demonstrated that acute administration of fluoxetine at a dose of 20 mg/kg might produce anxiogenic effects in elevated plus-maze test; while chronic administration of fluoxetine produced anxiolytic effect [36]. The anxiolytic effect of fluoxetine is due to SSRIs mechanism which has high affinity for at least four 5HT receptor subtypes including 5HT_1A [37]. In the present study fluoxetine did not induce anxiolytic effect, this might be due to that fluoxetine dose and sub-acute administration were not enough to produce significant effect as chronic administration.
Fluoxetine did not affect the spontaneous motor activity which was observed in both models elevated plus maze and photoelectric cells. It was reported that fluoxetine produced some acute anxiolytic-like activity, without affecting locomotor activity by using elevated plus maze [38]. Fluoxetine decreased the spontaneous motor activity when used in combination with selenium by using photoelectric cells test. Selenium [33] or fluoxetine [39] increases GABA levels; this effect was not significant to be observed when each administered alone. The combined treatment of fluoxetine with selenium might produce significant increase in GABA levels since a decrease in spontaneous motor activity was observed [39].

Fluoxetine induced antidepressant effect without climbing action; this agree with [40] who demonstrated that fluoxetine reduces the immobility time in forced swimming test without affecting the climbing. This is due to fluoxetine is selective to increase the extracellular level of serotonin by inhibiting its reuptake into the presynaptic cell [5].

Antidepressant effect of selenium was observed, selenium might have noradrenergic mechanism [35,41], since the duration of climbing was increased.

Administration of fluoxetine with selenium did not produce antidepressant effect, also the noradrenergic effect observed by selenium was abolished when administered with fluoxetine; this is due to that fluoxetine produces induction to all CYP450 isoenzymes which is responsible for the metabolism of selenium [42], leading to accelerates the metabolism of selenium. Whereas selenium interferes with mechanism of action of fluoxetine by activation of Na-k ATPase enzyme leading to activation of serotonin reuptake [43]; where fluoxetine produces its antidepressant effect through the inhibition of Na-k ATPase enzyme leading to inhibit serotonin reuptake [44].

Conclusion

Fluoxetine has no effect on anxiety or locomotor activity; while selenium produced anxiolytic effect without changes on locomotor activity. Fluoxetine has antidepressant activity without any effect on duration of climbing. Selenium induced antidepressant effect with climbing action. Fluoxetine abolish the anxiolytic effect of selenium when administered together, but the combined treatment decreases the locomotor activity. Fluoxetine administration with selenium counteract the antidepressant effect of each other and climbing effect of selenium. Finally, selenium improves anxiety and depression behavior in albino mice, and might be used as an alternative therapy instead of fluoxetine to treat depression; but it must not be taken in combination with it.
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